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I. Annotate four ofthe following without bmitting either Section :

SECTION - A

1) And so, as kinsmen, met a Night -
We talked, between the Rooms *
Until the Moss had reached our lips -
And covered up - our names -

2) l,chanter ofpains and joys, uniter

ofhere and hereafter

Taking all hints to use them, but

swiftly leaping beyond them,

Areminiscence sing.

3) When I see birches bend to left and right

"/ Across the lines of straighter darker trees.

4) tet be be finale of seem"

S)/-ooktng how white everything is, how
v quiet, how snowed in

I am learning peacefulness ...

6) Since then - 'tis centuries - and yet

Feels shorter than the Day. 
p.T"o.
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SECTION _ B

7) You have been the veterans of creative suffering.

8) But one hundred years later, the Negro still is not free" (4x5=20)

II. Attempt two essays, choosing one from each Section.

SECTION _ A
9) Comment on the depiction of 'Nature' in connection with 'Death' in the poems

ofEmily Dickinson.

10) To believe your own thought, to believe that what is true for you in your private
heart, is true for all men, - that is, genius. Discuss.

11)Discusstheportrayalof.LifeandDeath,inBuffaloBill"

SECTION _ B

12) Elaborate on ttre element of myth in Old Man and the Sea.

13) Discuss 'science andMaterialism' as portrayed in EmperorJones and Death of
a Salesman.

14) Consider Death of a Salesman as a social drama.
\/ --

(2x20=40)

III. Write short notes on any four of the following :

15) Emily Dickinson's abstract themes.

1 6) Experimental theatre

17) AftprApple-picking, a dramatic monolo gue/
18) EUSgIg={n Plath's poetry. -/
19) Symbolism in Whitman.

20) The Pequod. 1

21) Questmotif inHuck finn. 1
22) Negritude Vs White society in American Literature. (4x5=20)


